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1Formal Foundations of Continuous Graph Processing
PHILIP DEXTER, YU DAVID LIU, and KENNETH CHIU, State University of New York (SUNY) at
Binghamton
With the growing need for online and iterative graph processing, soware systems that continuously
process large-scale graphs become widely deployed. With optimizations inherent as part of their design,
these systems are complex, and have unique features beyond conventional graph processing. is paper
describes CG Calculus, the rst semantic foundation for continuous graph processing. e calculus captures
the essential behavior of both the backend graph processing engine and the frontend application, with a focus
on two essential features: temporal locality optimization (TLO) and incremental operation processing (IOP). A
key design insight is that the operations continuously applied to the graph can be captured by a semantics
dened over the operation stream owing through the graph nodes. CG Calculus is a systematic study on the
correctness of building continuous graph processing systems and applications. e most important result is
result determinism: despite signicant non-deterministic executions introduced by TLO and IOP, the results
produced by CG Calculus are the same as conventional graph processing without TLO or IOP. e metatheory
of CG Calculus is mechanized in Coq.
1 INTRODUCTION
Large graphs serve as the bedrock for numerous state-of-the-art data-intensive applications, from
social networks, bioinformatics, articial intelligence, to large-scale simulation. To support these
applications, there is signicant interest in building graph processing systems, such as graph
databases [4] and graph analytics and mining systems [54]. What emerges as the essential modus
operandi in this rapidly developing domain is continuous graph processing: a long-running appli-
cation continuously applies a large number of operations to the continuously evolving graphs.
Continuous graph processing is the converging point of two directions of graph processing in
active pursuit. First, as data-intensive applications are increasingly deployed on cloud computing
platforms and data centers, online graph processing [11, 12, 18, 19, 29, 33, 35, 61, 62, 66, 70] is highly
relevant, where the graph processing engine must process operations at a rapid rate. Second, many
graph analytic and mining tasks can only be expressed through processing a large number of
operations in iterations, i.e., iterative graph processing [23, 34, 36, 40, 41, 46, 72].
1.1 The Essence of Continuous Graph Processing
Whereas early graph processing systems focused on how novel graph processing algorithms and
designs [22] can help eectively process one operation, continuous graph processing systems focus
on how graph processing can benet from optimizations that take a multitude of operations into
account. In this spirit, a broad family of optimizations at the core of continuous graph processing
systems can be summarized as temporal locality optimization (TLO): temporally consecutive op-
erations applied to the graph may be manipulated for more eective graph processing before or
during their processing. In the simple case of two consecutive operations o1 and o2, where o1 is to be
applied to the graph before o2, four forms of TLO are well known in continuous graph processing:
• Batching: processing o1 and o2 “in tandem,” so that only one graph traversal is needed for
processing both, as opposed to two traversals if o1 and o2 are processed one by one.
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Fig. 1. The Frontend and Backend of Continuous Graph Processing
• Reordering: applying o2 rst and o1 later to the graph, on the assumption that this re-
versed order of application can produce the same result as processing in the original order.
Reordering is useful in use scenarios such as o2 has a higher priority or a closer deadline.
• Fusing: composing o1 and o2 into one operation o, on the assumption that o can produce
the same result as processing both o1 and o2. Just like batching, fusing is useful in reducing
the number of graph traversals.
• Reusing: applying o1 and o′2 to the graph where o′2 derives from o2 but reuses the result of o1
processing, so that the computation performed for o1 processing is not redundantly done.
is style of TLO is known as Multi-ery Optimization (MQO) [50, 59, 60] in database
systems.
A second distinct form of optimization in continuous graph processing is incremental operation
processing (IOP). Operations oen arrive at a high rate in continuous graph processing systems.
e need for scalable — and sometimes real-time — data processing dictates that “one operation at
a time” processing oen cannot meet the demand. A common theme of online continuous graph
processing systems is to defer some operations for incremental processing later.
Indeed, the two forms of optimizations essential for continuous graph processing go hand in
hand: it is oen the delay resulted from IOP that multiple operations can co-exist to participate in
the optimizations enabled by TLO.
e large body of experimental research demonstrates why continuous graph processing maers:
graph databases, graph analytics, and graph mining systems are becoming an indispensable part of
state-of-the-art computing infrastructure. At the same time, the online and iterative nature of these
systems poses distinct challenges that call for complex solutions in graph processing engine design
spanning TLO and IOP, as well as the programming model for the data-intensive application at the
frontend. In a nutshell, continuous graph processing systems and applications form a landscape with
wide deployment, unique challenges, and complex and diverse solutions. Surprisingly, in contrast with
the rapid advances in experimental research, no prior formal foundations exist for this important
family of soware systems.
1.2 CG Calculus
We introduceCGCalculus, the rst formal foundation for continuous graph processing. Our calculus
has two high-level design goals: illuminating the design space of continuous graph processing
systems and applications, and improving the assurance of their construction. e behavior captured
by CG Calculus spans the graph processing application (the frontend) and the graph processing
system (the backend), as illustrated in Fig. 1. e frontend program continuously produces data
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processing operations such as o1, . . . ,oi in the Figure, and delivers them to the backend that
maintains a potentially large and evolving graph. As operations are processed and results become
available, the backend delivers the laer back to the frontend, such as v1, . . . ,vj in the Figure.
CG Calculus unies both the frontend and the backend in one calculus.
A Semantic Model with Operation Streams. A key insight of CG Calculus is that the spirit of
continuous graph processing can be embodied by viewing the operations as a stream, which
we call the operation stream; more importantly, the operation stream does not only exist at the
frontend-backend boundary, but also “ows through” the graph nodes. For example, Fig. 1 shows
an operation stream forms from the frontend to backend (which we call the top-level operation
stream for convenience), and then continues to ow into nodes eve, deb, cam, bob, amy, in that order
(which we call the in-graph operation stream). In other words, we conceptually align continuous
graph processing with stream processing. is view is not only aligned with our intuition of what
“continuous” means, but also does it provide a unied foundation to model the essential features of
continuous graph processing: TLO is modeled as stream rewriting, and IOP is modeled as operation
propagation in the stream. We will elaborate these features shortly. To place this novel view in
context, observe that there is a fundamental dierence between CG Calculus and data streaming
(e.g., [5, 10, 43–45, 65, 67, 68, 73, 74]. In CG Calculus, a stream is formed by operations, to be
passed through structured data. In data streaming systems, a stream is formed by data, to be passed
through structured operations.
A Unied Design Space Spanning Backend and Frontend. e centerpiece of CG Calculus is an
operational semantics to account for the backend behavior, i.e., the graph processing engine. It
unies the design space of TLO and that of IOP into one core calculus. Furthermore, CG Calculus
consists of a simple programming model, and a type system to reason about the frontend-backend
interaction.
CG Calculus captures the essence of TLOs as a reduction relation for rewriting the operation
stream. is relation can dene all 4 forms of TLOs introduced earlier. In addition to dening
how TLOs are supported, CG Calculus highlights where and when TLOs may happen. anks
to in-graph operation streams, TLOs may happen at an arbitrary graph node that the in-graph
operation stream ows through, leading to in-graph batching, in-graph reordering, in-graph fusing,
and in-graph reusing.
In CG Calculus, in-graph operation streams provide a natural and general way to support IOP. In
the in-graph operation stream, the operation can incrementally move through the graph nodes, and
be deferred at any arbitrary node and resumed later. A more basic design widely adopted in graph
processing systems — the operation may be deferred at a “top-level buer” at the boundary between
the frontend and the backend [11, 11, 61, 70] — is a special case of IOP design in CG Calculus.
Correctness. With expressive forms of TLO and IOP unied in one calculus, establishing the
correctness of continuous graph processing is a non-trivial problem. With TLO, the operations in
the stream are altered. With IOP, signicant non-deterministic executions are introduced. On the
high level, both TLO and IOP can be viewed as optimizations over data processing, and the very
premise of sound optimization is that graph processing should not produce an unexpected result.
e main property enjoyed by CG Calculus is result determinism: despite signicant non-
deterministic executions introduced by TLO and IOP (see § 4), all terminating executions of the
same program produce the same result. is important result subsumes the observable equivalence
of CG Calculus with the baseline eager data processing — the processing style where operations in
the operation stream are processed one by one, without TLO or IOP.
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CG Calculus is also endowed with an eect type system with the primary goal of enforcing phase
distinction: while the computation at the frontend can freely issue new operations for backend
processing, the backend computation should not issue new operations for processing. If phase
distinction were ignored, the non-determinism latent in in-graph operation streams would lead to
non-determinism in results. Intuitively, this is analogous to a high-level data race that our type
system eliminates.
1.3 Contributions
To the best of our knowledge, CGCalculus is the rst rigorous study on continuous graph processing.
Its scope spans the backend graph processing engine design, the frontend programming model,
and the interaction between the two. Technically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• a novel operational semantics based on operation streams to capture the essence of the
backend of continuous graph processing, where TLO and IOP are unied in one system;
• a frontend asynchronous programming model with a type system to enforce phase distinc-
tion;
• a metatheory establishing result determinism in the presence of non-deterministic execu-
tions, as well as type soundness;
• mechanized proofs in Coq for the metatheory, available online 1.
2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
In this section, we informally highlight the essential features of CG Calculus through examples.
e two examples — one on graph databases and the other on graph analytics — also serve as
concrete usage contexts that motivate the rigorous development of CG Calculus. In other words,
the expressiveness and correctness of graph databases and graph analytic systems maer.
2.1 Motivating Usage Context 1: Continuous Graph Processing Databases
Graph databases [9, 49, 69] are an important family of databases that rely on structured graphs for
data storage.
Example 2.1 (CoreSocial in CG Calculus Sugared Syntax). Fig. 2 shows a minimalistic program
for maintaining a social network in the form of a graph database. In this sugared syntax, Lines 1-8
are node additions and Lines 9-13 are relationship additions. e remaining lines further consist of
a mixture of queries (Lines 15 and 17) and updates (Lines 16, 18, 19, 20). Each graph processing
operation — highlighted in blue — is analogous to an API function in the graph database. e
(logical) graph aer the program reaches Line 13 is shown as the backend of Fig. 1.
e programmer syntax assumed by our calculus is conventional: it consists of standard features
encodable by λ calculus, together with graph processing expressions. e runtime representation of
the graph is also conventional. A directed graph consists of a sequence of nodes, each consisting of
a unique identier (key), a value the node carries (payload), and a list of keys for its adjacent nodes
connected through out-edges (adjacency list). In the CoreSocial example, the add expression at
Line 4 adds a node whose key is freshly generated, whose payload is namy, and whose adjacent list
is initialized as an empty sequence. e generated key is returned and bound to name a. At Line 9,
the addRelationship expression updates the adjacent list of node whose payload is ncam with the
single sequence that contains the key of the node whose payload is nbob. e functionality of other
graph processing expressions should be self-explanatory through their names.
1anonymous at hps://github.com/anonymous10012/lang.v
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1: // node payload values
2: let amy, bob, cam, deb, eve, fred =
namy, nbob, ncam, ndeb, neve, nfred in
3: // graph construction
4: let a = add amy in
5: let b = add bob in
6: let c = add cam in
7: let d = add deb in
8: let e = add eve in
9: addRelationship c b;
10: addRelationship d c;
11: addRelationship e b;
12: addRelationship e a;
13: addRelationship a e;
14: // dynamic queries and updates
15: let nb = queryNode b in
16: updatePayload a nb;
17: let nb2 = queryNode b in
18: let f = add fred in
19: addRelationship b f;
20: deleteRelationship b f;
21: . . .
Fig. 2. The CoreSocial Application in
Pseudocode
1: let numSuperSteps = 30 in
2: // keys of interest
3: let keys = . . . in
4: let numNodes = length keys in
5: let fPInit = λ〈 ; ; 〉. 1numNodes in
6: mapVal fPInit keys;
7: foreach 1..numSuperSteps
8: let neighborPSums =
9: [〈nk; foldVal fPSum 0 keys〉
10: | nk in keys,
11: let fPSum = λ〈 ; payload; adjlist〉.λsum.if nk in adjlist
then payload + sum
else sum] in
12: foreach 〈nk; 〈 ; neighborsSum; 〉〉 in neighborPSums
13: let fPG = λ〈 ; ; adjlist〉. 0.15numNodes + 0.85 ∗ neighborsSumlength adjlist in
14: mapVal fPG [nk]
Fig. 3. The CorePR Application in Pseudocode (Expressions
encodable by λ calculus are liberally used, such as loop at Line 7
and list comprehension at Line 9. A summary of encoded ex-
pressions can be found in § 3.1. Notation represents a name
that does not occur in the function body. )
e simple CoreSocial example demonstrates that CG Calculus support dynamic graphs, i.e., it
allows for continuous graph evolution in terms of both node and topology changes.
Beneath the conventional programmer syntax, asynchronous semantics is designed for graph
operations: the evaluation of a graph operation at the frontend does not need to block until the
backend database returns the result. Instead, the evaluation places the operation of concern into
the operation stream destined for the backend, which we say the operation is emied from now on.
Example 2.2 (Graph Database Processing as Operation Streams). e execution through Line 4-8
emit 5 operations forming an operation stream as [add namy, add nbob, add ncam, add ndeb, add neve].
Modeling the frontend-backend interaction through asynchronous semantics is not new. Indeed,
asynchronous data processing [7, 20, 71] is a classic data processing system design, oen justied
by the performance impedance mismatch between the application and the underlying system.
How to design a programming language with asynchronous semantics is also well understood.
CG Calculus follows the same route of futures [27]. For example, the emission of add amy at Line 4
generates a future value, which is subsequently claimed at Line 12 a la future semantics. In this
backdrop, CG Calculus is minimalistic in its support on the frontend, but with a fresh motivation
on why asynchronous data processing maers: it enables operation streams and brings in their
benets, e.g., on TLO.
e CoreSocial example further shows that CG Calculus supports dependent operations: an
operation may have an argument referring to the result of an earlier emied operation.
Example 2.3 (Dependent Operations). Line 15 queries the node b through the queryNode ex-
pression. e resulting value is used to update the payload of the node a at Line 16 through the
updatePayload expression.
With asynchronous operation processing, dependent operations entail that the dependency is
carried into the operation stream and subsequently resolved at the backend. To revisit Example 2.3,
the execution of Line 15-16 emits both operations into the operation stream. At the backend, the
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argument of the updatePayload expression, a future value, can be claimed upon the completion of
processing queryNode, without any interaction with the frontend.
2.2 Motivating Usage Context 2: Iterative Graph Analytics
Graph analytics and mining is another important workload for graph processing. ese programs
have an algorithm-centric core for computing oen graph-theoretic properties. Most realistic
algorithms involve multiple iterations, each of which involves non-trivial computations based on
graph payload and topological information. In this section, we use PageRank [8] as an example
to describe how CG Calculus can capture the essential behavior of iterative graph analytics. For
iterative algorithms such as PageRank, each iteration is oen referred to as a super-step.
Example 2.4 (CorePR in CG Calculus Sugared Syntax). Fig. 3 presents a 30-super step PageRank
algorithm in CG Calculus sugared syntax. Lines 2-4 compute the number of nodes. Lines 5-6
initialize the node payloads. Line 7 iterates over super-steps. Each super-step has two sub-steps.
e rst sub-step, at Lines 9-11, computes the sum of payload values for each node’s in-degree
adjacent nodes. e second sub-step, a loop at Lines 12-14, updates each node with a new payload
value, by utilizing fPG, the core PageRank aggregation function.
is program uses an extensive set of language features (encodable by λ calculus), but the
CG Calculus-specic expressions are only two graph processing operations, shown in blue. e
mapVal-foldVal pair should be familiar to MapReduce [15] users and functional programmers.
Here, selective map/fold is supported: the last argument for the mapVal or foldVal operation is a
list of keys, and the operation will only be applied to nodes whose keys appear in the list. Both
operations can inspect the node, and hence the mapping function and (the second argument of)
the folding function take in a triple as an argument (recall that a graph node consists of a key, a
payload, and its out-edge adjacency list). e mapVal operation updates the payload of the node,
and the foldVal operation folds into a value in the same type of the payload.
rough the lens of CG Calculus, an insight drawn from this example is that an iterative graph
analytics program consists of numerous graph processing operations — within a super-step and
across super-steps — continuously applied to the graph being analyzed. Just as the CoreSocial
example in §2.1, the evaluation of a graph processing operation such as mapVal or foldVal in
CorePR does not require the backend graph to complete its processing. Instead, each evaluation at
Line 3, Line 6, Line 9, and Line 14, results in emiing a graph processing operation to the operation
stream, in the same behavior we described in Example 2.2.
Example 2.5 (Iterative Graph Analytics as Continuous Graph Processing). Assume CorePR is
applied to a graph with 2 nodes whose keys are k1 and k2. Its execution through the initial step
and the rst two super-steps produces the following operation stream:
[mapVal fPInit keys,
foldVal fPSum1,1 0 keys, foldVal fPSum1,2 0 keys, mapVal fPG1,1 [k1], mapVal fPG1,2 [k2],
foldVal fPSum2,1 0 keys, foldVal fPSum2,2 0 keys, mapVal fPG2,1 [k1], mapVal fPG2,2 [k2]]
where fPSumi, j and fPGi, j are the closures of fPSum and fPG functions in the ith iteration of the
loop starting at Line 9 and the jth iteration of the loop starting at Line 12.
2.3 IOP in Continuous Graph Processing
Taking a per-operation view, graph processing can be viewed as a process that reaches the graph
nodes one by one following the traversal order (propagation), and along the way, computation
is performed when the operation reaches the node(s) it is intended for (realization). e default
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o1 addRelationship c b
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Fig. 4. In-Graph Operation Streams for Fig. 2 Lines 9-10.
“baseline” behavior in graph processing is eager processing: the processing of an operation must be
completed before another is started.
Example 2.6 (Eager Processing). If one were to apply eager processing for executing Lines 9-10 in
Fig. 2, the backend would process o1 rst, traversing through eve and deb, and nally realizing at
the laer. Aer the completion of o1, the traversal of the graph may start for o2, through nodes
eve, deb, and cam.
In contrast, CG Calculus naturally supports “many operations at a time” processing:
Example 2.7 (In-Graph Operation Streams). Fig 4 illustrates 8 runtime congurations of the
backend graph for CoreSocial in a CG Calculus reduction sequence. e rst one coincides with
the moment when the processing of Line 1-8 in Fig. 2 is completed, and the operations in Line 9-10
have been emied but not processed. ese two operations o1 and o2 ow through the graph nodes
following the traversal of eve, deb, cam, bob, amy, in that order. Intuitively, the in-graph stream
view entails that the traversal of multiple operations may co-exist: for congurations (b)(c)(d)(e)(f),
neither o1 nor o2 is completed. In addition, the propagation steps for dierent operations may
intermingle, the rst 3 transitions in Fig. 4 are propagation steps for o1, o2, and o1, respectively.
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Legend:
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Fig. 5. PageRank Execution with Stragglers
e behavior exhibited in Example 2.7 is incremental propagation: the processing of o1 can be
deferred without the need of “rushing” to its realization. When o1 is deferred, the runtime can
process (i.e., either propagate or realize) another operation, such as the later emied o2.
As a general calculus, CG Calculus places no restriction on the “schedule” of operation stream
processing: when multiple operations are processed, a non-deterministic choice can be made as
to which operation should take a step. For example, instead of transitioning from Fig. 4(b) to
Fig. 4(c), the program runtime may choose to have o1 take another propagation step to deb. A
data processing system that supports non-deterministic executions and deterministic results —
which CG Calculus enjoys — is good news for adaptiveness support, which now illustrate through
a straggler example, a classic problem in data processing [48].
Example 2.8 (Super-Step Blending for Straggler Mitigation). Fig. 5 illustrates two timelines of
execution of CorePR in the same seing as Example 2.5. We only plot each timeline to start
when Line 14 is reached for the rst time (the fourth operation in Example 2.5). Due to system
resource uctuations and transient failures, let us assume the processing of operation o5 may be
suspended, becoming a straggler. In Fig. 5a, the slowdown by the straggler delays the beginning
of the next super-step. In Fig. 5b however, while the straggler is suspended, operation o6 in the
second super-step may start, intuitively interleaving the two super-steps. e straggling operation
will indeed have to eventually complete, but the program is not delayed by its straggling.
Another dimension of IOP support in CG Calculus is incremental load update:
Example 2.9 (Incremental Load Update). Suppose the operation at Line 14 is processed at the
backend and the node indicated by nk is reached whose payload value is 5. Our calculus will update
the payload of the node with expression fPG 5. e realization step is completed without the need
to evaluate fPG 5 to a value. e intra-node evaluation of the payload expression can be deferred
and resumed later non-deterministically. From now on, we informally refer to any expression
inside a runtime graph node as a load.
It should be made clear that non-deterministic executions are a feature only when they can
introduce deterministic results. In other words, a non-deterministic propagation is not an arbitrary
propagation. In particular, note that the operations in the operation stream form a chronological
order that indicates the order of emission. It must be preserved (unless TLO rules allows for
reordering). is requirement can be understood through an example.
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Example 2.10 (Chronological Order Preservation). Let us assume the payload value in amy is
initially 1, i.e., namy = 1. Operation o1 is an operation to double the payload of amy while o2 is an
operation to add the payload of amy by 10. Aer the two operations are completed, amy should
have a payload of 12. Should we allow o2 to “swap” with o1, the payload of amy would be 22.
2.4 TLO in Continuous Graph Processing
We now revisit the SocialCore example to illustrate the common forms of TLO that CG Calculus
supports.
Example 2.11 (In-Graph Operation Batching). Consider Fig. 4(c). Since neither addRelationship
operation realizes at eve, both may propagate in a “batch” to deb in one reduction step.
Example 2.12 (In-Graph Operation Reordering). Consider a conguration where three operations
at Lines 15-17 in Fig. 2 reach node deb. e third operation, queryNode b, reads from the node
b while the second operation writes to node a. CG Calculus allows these last two operations to
“swap” since they do not operate on the same node.
Example 2.13 (In-Graph Operation Fusing). Consider a conguration where two operations
at Lines 19-20 in Fig. 2 both reach node eve. CG Calculus allows the addRelationship and
deleteRelationship operations to “cancel out” so that further processing of both is avoided.
Example 2.14 (In-Graph Operation Reusing). Let us follow up on Example 2.12. Aer swapping,
two queryNode b operations are adjacent in the operation stream at node deb. CG Calculus allows
the second instance to immediately return, referencing the return value of the rst instance.
An expressive feature of CG Calculus is that TLO optimizations may happen in-graph. For
example, batching in Example 2.11 happens at node eve; reordering and reusing in Example 2.12 at
node deb; and fusing in Example 2.13 at node eve.
In CG Calculus, TLOs are supported through rewriting rules over the operation stream. e
principle behind is well known in programming languages: rule-based paern matching and term
rewriting over consecutive (and hence, temporally local) operations. In our calculus, TLOs are
applied dynamically. is is aligned with our “open-world” assumption on the usage scenarios in
practice: when the program is compiled, the operations may not be statically known yet.
2.5 A Type System for Phase Distinction
e primary goal of CG Calculus type system is to enforce phase distinction of operation emission:
the backend should not emit an operation for processing while processing another operation. To
see why this restriction is important, let us start with a counterexample.
Example 2.15 (Backend Operation Emission). Consider the following program:
let k = . . . // key of interest
let f = λ〈 ; payload; 〉.payload ∗ 2 in
let g = λ〈 ; payload; 〉.(mapVal f [k]; payload) in
mapVal g [k];
let h = λ〈 ; payload; 〉.payload + 1 in
mapVal h [k]
If the operation mapVal f [k] inside the body of g is emied before the operation mapVal h [k] is
emied, the node with key k will have its payload value multiplied by 2 and then incremented by 1.
If the order is reversed, the payload value will be incremented by 1 and then multiplied by 2.
e root problem is that the evaluation order between a backend-emied mapVal and a frontend-
emied is not always decided upon, a symptom analogous to a race condition. Note that this is
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Expressions, Operations, Values
e ::= v | e e | x | x e expression
| K | e ⊕ e | e 	 e
| N | pi e
| ⇑ o | ⇓ e
o ::= add e | map e e | fold e e e operation
v ::= f | k | n | K | N | ` value
f ::= λx : τ .e function
` future value/label
τ type (see § 5)
Keys, Nodes, Integers, Names
k key
K ::= KL〈−→e 〉 key list
K ::= KL〈−→k 〉 key list value
N ::= N〈e; e; e〉 node
N ::= N〈k ;n; K〉 node value
n integer
x, y, z name
pi ∈ {1, 2, 3} projection index
Fig. 6. Abstract Syntax
fundamentally dierent from the non-determinism executions (with deterministic results) that
CG Calculus does support. Our type system disallows backend operation emission through eect
types: for every operation that is emied from the frontend, we guarantee that its processing does
not have the eect of operation emission.
3 CG CALCULUS SYNTAX AND RUNTIME DEFINITIONS
In this section, we provide denitions for CG Calculus, including abstract syntax in § 3.1 and
runtime conguration in § 3.2.
Notations. We summarize 3 common structures used in this paper: sequence, set, and mapping.
We use notation [σ1,σ2, . . . ,σm] to represent a sequence of σ1, . . . , σm (in that order) for some
m ≥ 0; we shorthand it as −→σ m , or −→σ when its length does not maer. We further call σ1 as the
head element and σm as the last element. When m = 0, we further represent an empty sequence
as []. Binary operator σ :: Σ prepend σ to sequence Σ as the head, and binary operator Σ ++ Σ′
concatenate Σ and Σ′ together. We elide their denitions here. We use notation {σ1,σ2, . . . ,σm}
to represent a set with elements σ1, . . . , σm for some m ≥ 0; we shorthand it as σm , or σ when
its length does not maer. When m = 0, we further represent an empty set as {}. Common set
operators ∈, ⊆, and ∩ apply. We overload operator |Σ| to compute the length of the sequence Σ, or
the size of set Σ.
When a sequence takes the form of
−−−−−−→
σ 7→ σ ′m or when a set takes the form of σ 7→ σ ′m , we call
it a mapping when σ1, . . . , σm are distinct. Given M as the aforementioned mapping, we further
dene M(σi ) as σ ′i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ m; dom(M) as σm ; and ran(M) as σ ′
m .
We use some common functions of λ calculus, whose denitions we omit. We use e[v/x] to
represent substitution of name x with value v for expression e . We use ≡ for term equivalence. We
use Id to represent identity function, and ◦ for function composition.
3.1 Syntax
Fig. 6 denes the abstract syntax of CG Calculus. It consists of conventional λ calculus features,
such as name, abstraction, application, and the xpoint expression. Features that appeared in the
earlier examples but can be encoded by λ calculus, including if − then − else, list comprehension,
let − in, the ; expression, foreach, and arithmetic, are omied. We choose to include integers
explicitly, so that node payload values can be intuitively represented. e additional expressions
come in two categories.
Expressions for Graph Structural Support. Both the key list and the node are rst-class citizens in
our calculus. In the programmer syntax, the former is represented as a sequence and the laer as
a triple. To dierentiate programming abstractions from meta-level structures, we associate the
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Programmer Syntax Formal Syntax f
〈e; e ′; e ′′〉 N〈e; e ′; e ′′〉
[e1, . . . , en] KL〈[e1, . . . , en]〉
addRelationship e e ′ map f KL〈[e]〉 λx .N〈1x ; 2x ; 3x ⊕ KL〈[e ′]〉〉
deleteRelationship e e ′ map f KL〈[e]〉 λx .N〈1x ; 2x ; 3x 	 KL〈[e ′]〉〉
updatePayload e e ′ map f KL〈[e]〉 λx .N〈1x ; 2e ′; 3x〉
queryNode e fold f N〈 ; 0;KL〈[]〉〉 KL〈[e]〉 λx .λy.x
mapVal e e ′ map f e ′ λx .N〈1x ; e x ; 3x〉
foldVal e e ′ e ′′ fold f N〈 ; e ′;KL〈[]〉〉 e ′′ λx .λy.N〈1y; e x 2y; 3y〉
Table 1. Graph Operations Encodings
key list with an explicit constructor KL and the node with constructor N in the formal syntax, as
shown in Table 1.
Key lists in our calculus play two roles: dening the (ordered) adjacency list of a node, providing
as argument for selective mapping and folding. e ⊕ and 	 expressions are binary operators over
key lists for their concatenation and subtraction respectively. To assist key list subtraction, we
dene operator
−→
k \ −→k ′ as identical to −→k except that every element that appears in −→k ′ is removed. As
we have seen in the CorePR example, each graph node (N ) is a triple: a key, a payload expression,
and an adjacency list expression. Projection expression pi e computes the pi -th component of the
triple.
// dynamic queries and updates
let nb = ⇑ queryNode ⇓ b in
⇑ updatePayload ⇓ a ⇓ nb;
let nb2 = ⇑ queryNode ⇓ b in
let f = ⇑ add ⇓ fred in
⇑ addRelationship ⇓ b ⇓ f;
⇑ deleteRelationship ⇓ b ⇓ f;
. . .
Fig. 7. From Programmer Syntax to
Formal Syntax: ⇑ and ⇓ (Fig. 2 Lines
14-21)
Expressions for Graph Operation Lifecycle Support. Two new
expressions handle the operation stream at the frontend: op-
eration emission (⇑ o) and result claim (⇓ e). To highlight the
asynchronous nature of operation processing, each program
point of operation emission (or result claim) in the programmer
syntax is annotated with a ⇑ symbol (or ⇓ symbol) explicitly.
For example, Fig. 7 shows how the Lines 14-21 of Fig. 2 can be
explicitly annotated with ⇑ and ⇓.
CG Calculus supports 3 core operations: add, map, and fold.
e rst operation has been used in theCoreSocial andCorePR
examples. e second and third operations are similar to mapVal
and foldVal in CorePR, except that mapping function in map
returns a node, and the folding function fold is a binary function over nodes. e choice of these 3
operations is a balance between simplicity and expressiveness, with several considerations. First,
extensive programming experience with MapReduce has shown that the map − fold pair is capable
of programming a large number of graph analytics algorithms [34, 39]. Second, map and fold
can encode graph database operations, with the encoding of those appearing in the CoreSocial
example shown in Table 1. ird, add is useful for supporting dynamic graphs. Overall, the choice
of graph-specic operations may impact on the specic rules for TLO, but is orthogonal to the
development of IOP in our calculus.
For operations, we introduce a convenience function  that computes the keys of nodes where
the operation is intended for realization:
Denition 3.1 (Operation Target). e function (o) computes the target of the operation o,
dened as k if o = map f KL〈−→k 〉 or o = fold f e KL〈−→k 〉. e operator is undened for add.
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C ::= 〈B;O ;R; e〉 conguration
B ::= −→S backend
S ::= 〈N ;O〉 station
O ::= −→U operation stream/streamlet
U ::= −−−−→` 7→ o stream unit
R ::= ` K7−→ v result store
Fig. 8. CG Calculus Runtime Definitions
[〈N〈keve;neve;KL〈[kbob,kamy]〉〉; [[`2 7→ o2]〉,
〈N〈kdeb;ndeb;KL〈[kcam]〉〉; [[`1 7→ o1]]〉,
〈N〈kcam;ncam;KL〈[kbob]〉〉; []〉,
〈N〈kbob;nbob;KL〈[]〉〉; []〉,
〈N〈kamy;namy;KL〈[keve]〉〉; []〉]
Fig. 9. A Backend Example of Fig. 4(d) ( kamy,
kbob, kcam, kdeb, keve are the generated keys corre-
sponding to the nodes with payload values namy,
nbob, ncam, ndeb, neve and `1, `2 are generated
labels corresponding to the operations o1, o2)
Values. e values of our languages are functions, node keys, node payloads (integers), key list
values, node values, and futures. A future value ` is generated when an operation is emied (§ 2.1),
and as we shall see soon, it also serves as the unique label for identifying the operation and its result
in backend graph processing. Except for futures, all forms of values are also programs, including
keys. To be consistent with real-world data processing, we allow programmers to name a key in
their program.
3.2 The Structure of the Runtime
Fig. 8 provides core denitions of the program runtime. A congurationC consists of 4 components:
the backend B, the frontend expression e , and two structures that bridge them: the (top-level)
operation stream O and the result store R.
e backend is the runtime graph, represented as a sequence of stations, each of which consists of
a graph node (N ) and the operations (O) that have so far propagated to that node. We also call the
laer as a streamlet. In other words, we represent the in-graph operation stream as the combination
of per-station streamlets. An example of the backend in its formal form can be found in Fig. 9. is
representation reects ne-grained nature of our support for incremental processing: the operation
can propagate to and be deferred at any node. Client calculi to CG Calculus can further restrict this
most general treatment, e.g., a more implementation-oriented choice where nodes form partitions
and streamlets can only be associated with (the rst node of) partitions.
Our sequence-based representation of the runtime graph is aligned with existing graph processing
(database or analytics) systems, where nodes are generally stored as a sequence, edges are explicitly
represented as adjacency information within each node, and graph traversal follows the linear order
of nodes (a process oen called scanning in existing literature). By embracing this representation,
our calculus still applies to other more logical representations, e.g., an object graph on the heap,
because (depth-rst or breadth-rst) traversal algorithms can place graph nodes into a sequence in
the traversal order. For example, the graph in Fig. 1 could indeed be implemented as a pointer-based
graph, but its traversal order still implies a sequence-based representation, following eve, deb, cam,
bob, amy.
We formally represent an operation stream/streamlet as a sequence of stream units (U ), each of
which is a sequence of operations. is 2-dimensional representation — instead of a 1-dimensional
one — results from batching (§ 2.3), so that each stream unit can be viewed as a “batch.” Observe
that we also associate each operation with a unique label (`), and the result of processing the
operation is associated with the same label. e label is not only a convenience for correlating the
operation and its result, but also serves as the future value of the operation as we explained earlier.
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F ::= 〈B;O ;R;E〉 frontend context
B ::= 〈•;O ;R; e〉 backend context
T ::= B[B ++ •++ B] task context
L ::= T[[〈E;O〉]] load context
| T[[〈N ;O ++ [` 7→ fold f E K] :: O〉]]
E ::= • | E e | v E | piE | KL〈−→k ++ [E]++ −→e 〉 expression context
| N〈E; e; e〉 | N〈k ;E; e〉 | N〈k ;n;E〉
| E ⊕ e | K ⊕ E | E 	 e | K 	 E
| ⇑ add E | ⇑ map E e | ⇑ map f E
| ⇑ fold E e e | ⇑ fold f E e | ⇑ fold f v E | ⇓ E
Fig. 10. Evaluation Contexts
Each element in the result store takes the form of ` K7−→ v , associating result value v with label `.
e additional K is called a residual target. If any key in the target key list of an operation cannot be
found during processing, it will be kept as the residual target in the result store.
e following denitions highlight the dierent access paerns of the operation stream and the
result store: whereas order does not maer for the laer, it clearly maers for the former (recall
§ 2.3):
Denition 3.2 (Operation Stream Addition and Result Store Addition). e J operator appends a
stream unit to the conguration, the J operator appends a stream unit to a non-empty backend,
and the / operator adds results to the conguration:
〈B;O ;R; e〉 J U 4= 〈B;O ++ [U ];R; e〉
〈N ;O〉 :: B JU 4= 〈N ;O ++ [U ]〉 :: B
〈B;O ;R; e〉 / R′ 4= 〈B;O ;R′ ∪ R; e〉
e head element in the operation stream represents the earliest-emied element in the stream,
and the last element represents the latest-emied element. e denition above says that any
addition to an operation stream — be it a top-level operation stream or a streamlet — must be
appended. As we shall see in the operational semantics, any removal from the operation stream
will be from the head. It is through this consistent access paern that the chronological order of
the operations is preserved in our semantics.
4 CG CALCULUS OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
In this section, we dene the behavior of continuous graph processing spanning the frontend
and the backend. e main reduction system is presented in § 4.1. e semantics of TLO is an
independent system that bridges with the main system via one reduction rule, whose details are in
§ 4.2.
4.1 Semantics for Continuous Graph Processing
Reduction relation C → C ′ in Fig. 11 says that conguration C one-step reduces to conguration
C ′. We use→∗ to represent the reexive and transitive closure of→. Evaluation contexts play
an important role in dening the semantics of CG Calculus, whose denitions appear in Fig. 10.
For the convenience of our discussion, we classify→ reduction into 4 forms, based on where a
reduction happens.
1) Frontend Reduction. Rules with the F evaluation context enable reductions that happen on
the frontend. e pair of Emit and Claim rules dene the behavior of asynchronous operation
processing at the frontend, with the former placing an operation on the top-level operation stream,
and the laer reading from the result store. e denition here follows future semantics, where the
fresh label in Emit is the future value. We say an operation is emiable if all of its arguments are
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Emit
` fresh
F[⇑ ω] → F[`] J [` 7→ ω] Claim
F[⇓ `] = 〈B;O ;R; e〉
F[⇓ `] → F[R(`)] Beta F[(λx .e) v] → F[e[v/x]]
Node
N = N〈v1;v2;v3〉
F[piN ] → F[vpi ] KSA F[KL〈−→k 〉 ⊕ KL〈
−→
k ′〉] → F[KL〈−→k ++ −→k ′〉]
KSS F[KL〈−→k 〉 	 KL〈−→k ′〉] → F[KL〈−→k \ −→k ′〉] Map
k ∈ k1 oi = map f KL〈−→k i 〉 for i = 1, 2
N1 = N〈k ; e; e ′〉 N2 = N〈k ; 2(f N1); 3(f N1)〉 −→k 2 = −→k 1 \ k
T[〈N1; [` 7→ o1] :: O〉] → T[〈N2; [` 7→ o2] :: O〉]
Fold
k ∈ k1
oi = fold f ei KL〈−→k i 〉 for i = 1, 2 N = N〈k ; e ′; e ′′〉 e2 = f N e1 −→k 2 = −→k 1 \ k
T[〈N ; [` 7→ o1] :: O〉] → T[〈N ; [` 7→ o2] :: O〉]
Prop
k <
⋃
o∈ran(U )
(o) Bi = [〈N〈k ; e; e ′〉;Oi 〉] for i = 1, 2 O1 = U :: O2
T[B1 ++ B] → T[B2 ++ (B JU )]
Complete
Bi = [〈N ;Oi 〉] for i = 1, 2 O1 = [` 7→ o] :: O2 (o) = {}
T[B1] → T[B2] / [ ` 7→ o]
Last
T = B ++ • N = N〈k ; e; e ′〉 k < (o)
T[〈N ; ` 7→ o :: O〉] → T[〈N ;O〉] / [ ` 7→ o] Opt
Bi = [〈N ;O ++ Oi ++ O ′〉] for i = 1, 2 O1 { O2,R
T[B1] → T[B2] / R
Load
L[e] = 〈B;O ;R; e ′′〉 〈[]; [];R; e〉 → 〈[]; [];R; e ′〉
L[e] → L[e ′] Empty
o , add n
〈[]; [` 7→ o] :: O ;R; e〉 → 〈[];O ; { ` 7→ o} ∪ R; e〉
First
o , add n
〈B; [` 7→ o] :: O ;R; e〉 → 〈B J [` 7→ o];O ;R; e〉
Add
k fresh
〈B; [` 7→ add n] :: O ;R; e〉 → 〈N〈k ;n;KL〈[]〉〉 :: B;O ; {` KL〈[]〉7−−−−→ k} ∪ R; e〉
Fig. 11. CG Calculus Operational Semantics
values, which we represent as metavariable ω:
ω ::= add n | map f K | fold f v K
Both nodes and key lists as rst-class citizens can be constructed at the frontend. A node may
be eliminated through Node. Key list concatenation and subtraction are supported are dened
through KSA and KSS respectively. e rest of the frontend computation is enabled by Beta, in a
call-by-value style.
2) In-Graph Task Reduction. On the backend, in-graph processing may either be enabled by a
task reduction and a load reduction, the rst of which we describe now. Rules with the T evaluation
context enable reductions that perform a task, i.e., a step on operation processing.
e task that “drives” the data processing at the backend is propagation, an instance of Prop.
A step of operation propagation involves two consecutive stations in the runtime graph. e
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reduction removes the head element (the oldest element) from the the streamlet of the rst station,
and places it to the last element (the youngest element) of the streamlet in the second station. It is
important to observe that the selection of redex for propagation is non-deterministic according to
the denition of T. In other words, propagation may happen between any adjacent two stations in
the runtime graph. Furthermore, observe that Prop supports batched propagation: the unit for
propagation may contain more than one operation. We will defer this discussion to § 4.2, when
batching is formally dened.
e realizations of map and fold are dened by Map and Fold, over a single station as the redex.
e task reduction for map realization happens when the key of the redex is included in the target
key list, the second argument of the map operation. It further applies the mapping function (the rst
argument) to the current node, which computes a new node to update the current node. Following
the convention in graph processing, our calculus does not allow a map operation to update the key
of the node: even though the node payload and the graph topology can be changed in dynamic
graphs, keys as unique identiers of nodes do not change. is is ensured in Map by updating only
the second and third components of the node based on the computation of the mapping function,
while preserving the key. Similar to map, a task reduction for fold realization happens when the
key of the redex is included in its target key list (the third argument). e folding function is
applied to the current node and the base-case expression, whose resulting expression becomes the
base-case expression for further propagation. Both Map and Fold demonstrate the incremental
nature of load update (recall § 2.3): when being applied, the map operation does not immediately
evaluate the resulting payload expression or adjacency list expression to a value; similarly, the
fold operation does not immediately evaluate the application of the folding function.
As the target of map and fold operations may contain multiple keys, completing each operation
may involve multiple realizations. at said, both Map and Fold are dened over one station
only. is is possible because the targets of these operations are updated “as they go”: aer the
operation is realized at a node of key k , the operation is placed back to its streamlet of the current
station, except that its target no longer contains k . When the target of the map (or fold) operation
contains multiple keys, its processing is “incremental”: the processing consists of many Prop steps
occasionally interposed by Map (or Fold) steps. We will show an example of this incremental
process shortly, in Example 4.1.
Finally, Complete and Last are a pair of rules to “wrap up” the processing of an operation. e
former captures the case when a map or fold operation is successfully realized over every node
dened by its target. e laer represents the case when the last node is reached in the graph. In
both cases, the operator computes the result to be placed to the result store:
 ` 7→ ω 4=

`
K7−→ 0 if ω = map f K
`
K7−→ v if ω = fold f v K
For a completed map operation, we return the default value of 0. For the fold operation, we return
its incrementally updated base-case value. We further place the residual target key list to the result
store, i.e., the remaining keys in the operation target key list of map or fold while the operation
has reached the last node.
A quick case analysis can reveal that each task reduction only involves at most two consecutive
stations in the station sequence (Prop), and oen one station only (Map, Fold, Complete, Last, or
Opt). In other words, both task reductions exhibit local behaviors.
3) In-Graph Load Reduction. On the backend, the other form of in-graph processing is a load
reduction, enabled by Load. Unlike task reductions that process operations, load reductions process
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data. What constitutes a data load is evident by an inspection on the L evaluation context, whose
fullling redex we call a load expression: (i) the graph node inside a station, or (ii) the base-case
argument (the second argument) of a fold operation in the streamlet of a node.
As revealed by Load, a load reduction depends on a frontend reduction: the premise of the rule
is a reduction over a conguration whose backend and top-level operation stream are both set
to {}, de facto only allowing for a frontend reduction. Intuitively, this means we consider every
load expression forms its own runtime with a trivial conguration that has no backend graph or
operation stream. is simplies our denition because a load reduction can thus depend on a Beta,
Node, or Claim reduction, eectively allowing the reductions they represent to happen at the
backend of graph processing. e last case is especially important, in that it enables a dependent
operation to claim its argument in the form of a future, while processing at the backend (recall
§ 2.1).
Before we move on, let us illustrate the behavior of task and load reductions, especially on how
a propagation step, a realization step, and a load reduction step interleave with each other, through
an example:
Example 4.1 (Incremental Folding). Consider a conguration where the backend consists of two
stations, with nodes N1 and N2, and a fold operation has been propagated to the rst station. e
operation has a folding function f representing a function which sums up the payloads of all target
nodes (this is a simplied version of the CorePR example), and a target key list of KL〈[k1,k2]〉. e
following is one reduction sequence which ends in the fold being completed:
〈[〈N1; [[` 7→ fold f N0 KL〈[k1,k2]〉]]〉, 〈N2; []〉]; []; {}; e〉
(Fold) → 〈[〈N1; [[` 7→ fold f (f N1 N0) KL〈[k2]〉]]〉, 〈N2; []〉]; []; {}; e〉
(Prop) → 〈[〈N1; []〉, 〈N2; [[` 7→ fold f (f N1 N0) KL〈[k2]〉]]〉]; []; {}; e〉
(Fold) → 〈[〈N1; []〉, 〈N2; [[` 7→ fold f (f N2 (f N1 N0)) KL〈[]〉]]〉]; []; {}; e〉
(Load) →∗ 〈[〈N1; []〉, 〈N2; [[` 7→ fold f N ′0 KL〈[]〉]]〉]; []; {}; e〉
(Last) → 〈[〈N1; []〉, 〈N2; []〉]; []; {` KL〈[]〉7−−−−→ N ′0}; e〉
where Ni = N〈ki ; i;KL〈[]〉〉 for i = 0, 1, 2 and N ′0 = 〈k0; 3;KL〈[]〉〉.
4) To-Graph Reduction. e three rules that capture the behavior at the boundary of the top-level
operation stream and the graph are simple. Empty considers the bootstrapping case where the
graph so far contains no nodes. If the operation is a map or fold operation, a result is immediately
returned. First removes the head element from the top-level operation stream, and places it as the
last element of the streamlet associated with the rst node.
According to Add, a new node is created with a freshly generated key. In CG Calculus we adopt
a simple design for node addition: they are always placed at the beginning of the graph station
sequence. is can be seen in Add. It also explains why an add reduction is a to-graph reduction
not an in-graph one.
4.2 Temporal Locality Optimization
e Opt rule bridges the main reduction relation (→) with the { relation, which incarnates
dierent forms of temporal locality optimization. Dened in Fig. 12, the O { O ′,R relation says
that operation stream O reduces to operation stream O ′ in one step, while producing result R.
TLO-Batch and TLO-Unbatch allow units in the in-graph operation streams to be batched
and unbatched. As the Opt rule can be applied over the streamlet in any station, batching and
unbatching may happen in-graph at an arbitrary station.
While operations propagate through the graph, TLO-Batch and TLO-Unbatch can be exibly
applied. e reader may notice that many task reduction rules, such as Map and Fold, are dened
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O { O,R
TLO-Batch [U ,U ′]{ [U ++ U ′], {}
TLO-Unbatch [U1 ++ U2]{ [U1,U2], {} if Ui , [] for i = 1, 2
TLO-ReorderD [[`1 7→ o1], [`2 7→ o2]]{ [[`2 7→ o2], [`1 7→ o1]], {} if  (o1) ∩ (o2) = {}
TLO-ReorderRR [[`1 7→ o1], [`2 7→ o2]]{ [[`2 7→ o2], [`1 7→ o1]], {} if oi = fold fi ei Ki for i = 1, 2
TLO-ReorderRW [[`1 7→ map f1 KL〈−→k 1〉],{ [[`2 7→ fold (f2 k1◦◦ f1) e K2],
[`2 7→ fold f2 e K2]] [`1 7→ map f1 KL〈−→k 1〉]], {}
TLO-FuseM [[`1 7→ map f1 K],{ [[`1 7→ map (f2 ◦ f1) K]], if (f2 ◦ f1) 6≡ Id
[`2 7→ map f2 K]] {`2 KL〈[]〉7−−−−→ 0}
TLO-FuseMId [[`1 7→ map f1 K],{ [], if (f2 ◦ f1) ≡ Id
[`2 7→ map f2 K]] {`1 KL〈[]〉7−−−−→ 0, `2 KL〈[]〉7−−−−→ 0}
TLO-Reuse [[`1 7→ fold f e KL〈−→k 1〉],{ [[`1 7→ fold f e KL〈−→k 1〉], if k1 ⊆ k2,
[`2 7→ fold f e KL〈−→k 2〉]] [`2 7→ fold f (⇓ `1) KL〈−→k 2 \ −→k 1〉]], {} if f is commutative
Fig. 12. Temporal Locality Optimization
with a singleton stream unit (batch). is is because any batched stream unit can be unbatched
rst via TLO-Unbatch, realized, and then batched again via TLO-Batch for further propagation.
Reordering is supported by three rules. TLO-ReorderD says that two operations with disjoint
target key lists can be reordered in the operation stream (without having any impact on the result).
Example 4.2 (Operation Reordering). Imagine we have two mapping operations which target
two lists of disjoint keys: ` 7→ map e KL〈[k1,k2]〉 and `′ 7→ map e ′ KL〈[k3,k4]〉. According to
TLO-ReorderD, they may be swapped.
TLO-ReorderRR says that two fold operations can be reordered, as both are “read” in nature.
Finally, TLO-ReorderRW shows a map operation and a fold operation may still be reordered even
if they have overlapping targets. e insight behind is that a fold can “skip ahead” of a map if the
former alters its folding function as applying the mapping function of the laer rst. is rule relies
on a helper operator for composing a mapping function and a folding function together, where
f
k◦◦ f ′ is dened as λx .λy. f (if 1x ∈ k then f ′ x else x) y.
We support operation fusion with two rules. In TLO-FuseM, two map operations with identical
target key lists can be fused into a single operation by composing their mapping functions. A special
case of map-map fusion is illustrated in TLO-FuseMId, where two mapping functions compose to
one equivalent to the identity function. In that case, both operations can be removed all together
from the operation streams: they “cancel out” on each other.
Example 4.3 (Map-Map Fusion). Consider the pair of operations addRelationship b f and
deleteRelationship b f from Fig. 2. In Example 2.13, it was discussed that the two may cancel
each other out. Formally, this is demonstrated by the rule TLO-FuseMId, with the composition of
the two mapping functions as follows being equivalent to the identity function:
(λx .N〈1x ; 2x ; 3x 	 KL〈[kfred]〉〉) ◦ (λx .N〈1x ; 2x ; 3x ⊕ KL〈[kfred]〉〉)
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τ ::= int | key | future[τ ] | kl | node | τ ε→ τ type
ε ::= T | F emiability
Γ ::= −−→x : τ typing environment
T-Int Γ ` n : int \ F T-Key Γ ` k : key \ F T-KS
Γ ` e : key \ ε
Γ ` KL〈−→e 〉 : kl \∨ ε
T-Node
Γ ` e : key \ ε Γ ` e ′ : int \ ε ′ Γ ` e ′′ : kl \ ε ′′
Γ ` N〈e; e ′; e ′′〉 : node \ (ε ∨ ε ′ ∨ ε ′′) T-Var Γ ` x : Γ{x} \ F
T-Claim
Γ ` e : future[τ ] \ ε
Γ ` ⇓ e : τ \ ε T-ENode1
Γ ` e : node \ ε
Γ ` 1e : key \ ε T-ENode2
Γ ` e : node \ ε
Γ ` 2e : integer \ ε
T-ENode3
Γ ` e : node \ ε
Γ ` 3e : kl \ ε T-KSA
Γ ` e : kl \ ε Γ ` e ′ : kl \ ε ′
Γ ` e ⊕ e ′ : kl \ (ε ∨ ε ′) T-KSS
Γ ` e : kl \ ε Γ ` e ′ : kl \ ε ′
Γ ` e 	 e ′ : kl \ (ε ∨ ε ′)
T-Add
Γ ` e : int \ ε
Γ ` ⇑ add e : future[key] \ T T-Map
Γ ` e : node F→ node \ ε Γ ` e ′ : kl \ ε ′
Γ ` ⇑ map e e ′ : future[int] \ T
T-Fold
Γ ` e : node F→ node F→ node \ ε Γ ` e ′ : node \ ε ′ Γ ` e ′′ : kl \ ε ′′
Γ ` ⇑ fold e e ′ e ′′ : future[node] \ T
T-Abs
Γ ++ [x : τ ] ` e : τ ′ \ ε
Γ ` λx : τ .e : τ ε−→ τ ′ \ F
T-App
Γ ` e : τ ε→ τ ′ \ ε ′ Γ ` e ′ : τ \ ε ′′
Γ ` e e ′ : τ ′ \ (ε ∨ ε ′ ∨ ε ′′) T-Fix
Γ ` e : τ ε→ τ \ ε ′
Γ ` x e : τ \ (ε ∨ ε ′)
Fig. 13. CG Calculus Type System
Finally, TLO-Reuse demonstrates the idea behind reusing. Observe here that the targets of the
two fold operations form a subseing relationship. With this rule, the second fold operation
does not need to “redo” the computation that is to be carried out by the rst fold. e algebraic
requirement of commutativity should become clear through one counterexample.
Example 4.4 (Reuse in the Presence of Non-Commutative Folding Functions). Consider the following
conguration with two nodes and two delayed operations:
〈[〈N1; [[` 7→ fold f N0 KL〈[k2]〉], [`′ 7→ fold f N0 KL〈[k1,k2,k3]〉]]〉, 〈N2; []〉]; []; {}; 0〉
where f = λx .λy.N〈1y; 2x − 2y; 3y〉, Ni = N〈ki ; i;KL〈[]〉〉 for i = 0, 1, 2. Without any TLO, we
know `′ eventually should compute to N〈k0; 1;KL〈[]〉〉. If TLO-Reuse were applied (ignoring the
commutativity requirement on f ), the conguration would one-step reduce to
〈[〈N1; [[` 7→ fold f N0 KL〈[k2]〉], [`′ 7→ fold f (⇓ `) KL〈[k1,k3]〉]]〉, 〈N2; []〉]; []; {}; 0〉
which would compute an incorrect value N〈k0;−1;KL〈[]〉〉 for `′.
Our TLO support aims at demonstrating its principles behind, and its role in constructing
continuous graph processing. Despite the diversity of TLOs — from batching, reordering, fusing,
to reusing — they all share the spirit of “short-circuiting” the operation(s) before they are fully
realized, leading to reduced need for computation.
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5 CG CALCULUS TYPE SYSTEM
Fig. 13 denes a type system for CG Calculus, where typing judgement Γ ` e : τ \ ε says that
given typing environment Γ, expression e has type τ with emiability ε . Metavariable ε ranges
over booleans, where a true value (T) indicates the expression may emit an operation whereas a
false value (F) indiates it must not. Operator Γ{x} is dened as τ where x ′ : τ is the right most
occurrence in Γ such that x = x ′.
Types are either a key type key, a payload type int, a key list type kl, a node type node, a future
type future[τ ] where τ is the type of the result represented by the future, or a function type τ ε→ τ .
In the last form, emiability ε→ is the eect of the function, which we will explain next. When a
function has type τ T→ τ , we informally say that the function is latently emiable.
5.1 Phase Distinction
e primary goal of the type system is to enforce phase distinction: whereas the evaluation of
an expression at the frontend is unrestricted, the evaluation at the backend cannot lead to an
operation emission. We establish phase distinction through a type-and-eect system. Observe
that an operation emission could only happen at the backend if the functions that serve as the
arguments of operations were latently emiable. As a result, the key to enforcing phase distinction
is to make sure these arguments are not latently emiable. Note that in our type system, both
T-Map and T-Fold ensure that their argument functions — be it the mapping function or the folding
function — have function types that are not latently emiable.
e majority of the rules in the type system address the emiability of an expression. Predictably,
T-Add, T-Map, T-Fold all have the emiability of T. Emiability is disjunctive, as shown in rules
such as T-App, T-Node, and T-KS. To revisit Example 2.15, the program will not type check, because
expression mapVal g [k] would violate phase distinction.
Beyond emiablity, our type system also performs sanity checks to ensure the types of operation
arguments match that of the graph node representation. For example, the rst argument of the
fold operation has type node F→ node F→ node, which says that the function is a binary function
over nodes.
5.2 Runtime Typing
Our type system can be implemented either as a static system or a dynamic system. e former
is useful with the “closed world” assumption: the entire processing operations are known before
the program starts. e laer is more appropriate with the “open world” (see Sec. 3.1), where
the forms of operations and their arguments may not be known until run time. In this section,
we dene runtime typing in Fig. 14. (For static typing, the runtime typing rules are useful for
the proof.) Judgment Γ `c C : τ \ ε says conguration C has type τ with emiability ε under
typing environment Γ. To support runtime typing of future values, we further extend the typing
environment to include the form of ` : τ , and further introduce future value typing as follows:
T-Future Γ ` ` : Γ{`}
Conguration typing is dened in RT-Configuration. It requires all keys in the graph to be
distinct, and all future labels are distinct. A well-typed conguration must ensure (i) all values in
the result store are well-typed; (ii) the backend graph runtime is well-typed; (iii) all operations in
the top-level operation stream are well-typed; and nally (iv) the frontend expression is well typed.
Backend graph runtime typing is dened by judgment Γ `b B : Γ′, which says that backend graph
B is well-typed under typing judgment Γ, and all future values in the graph are also well-typed as
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RT-Configuration
B =
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→〈N〈k ; e ′; e ′′〉;O ′〉m k1, . . . ,km are all distinct
dom(O), dom(R), dom(O ′1), . . . , dom(O ′m) are all distinct R = `
K7−→ v
[] ` v : τ \ F Γ ++ −−→` : τ `b B : Γ′ Γ′ `o O : Γ′′ Γ′′ ` e : τ ′ \ ε
Γ `c 〈B;O ;R; e〉 : τ ′ \ ε
RT-Graph
Γ `d 〈N ;O〉 : Γ′ Γ ++ Γ′ `b B : Γ′′
Γ `b B ++ [〈N ;O〉] : Γ′′ RT-GraphEmpty Γ `b [] : Γ
RT-Station
Γ ` e : key \ F Γ ` e ′ : int \ F Γ ` e ′′ : kl \ F Γ `o O : Γ′
Γ `d 〈N〈e; e ′; e ′′〉;O〉 : Γ′
RT-Stream
Γ `u U1 ++ . . . ++ Uu : Γ′
Γ `o −→U : Γ′
RT-StreamUnit
Γ ` ⇑ o : τ \ F Γ ++ [` : τ ] `u U : Γ′
Γ `u ` 7→ o :: U : Γ′ RT-StreamUnitEmpty Γ `u [] : Γ
Fig. 14. Runtime Typing
Fˆ ::= 〈B; [];R;E〉 eager frontend context
Bˆ ::= 〈•; [];R; e〉 eager backend context
Tˆ ::= Bˆ[B ++ •++ B] eager task context (redex load-free)
Lˆ ::= Bˆ[B ++ 〈E;O〉 :: B] eager load context
| Bˆ[B ++ 〈N; [[` 7→ fold f E K]]〉 :: B]
B ::=
−−−−→〈N; []〉 dry backend
Fig. 15. Evaluation Context for Eager Processing
in Γ′. Operation stream typing, stream unit typing, and station typing are dened by judgments `o,
`u, and `d, whose forms are similar to `b.
e most interesting observation of runtime typing is that order maers: we rst type the result
store in conguration typing, then type the last station and go backward one by one until the rst
station is typed, and nally type the frontend expression. is “relay race” nature of typing reects
the potential chronological dependencies of operations: a later emied operation may contain a
future label of an operation emied before it.
At the rst glance, the denition here may appear expensive to implement in a dynamic typing
system. In practice, conguration typing dened in Fig. 14 can be optimized with an ecient
cached typing environment design: whenever an operation is emied, the dynamic typing system
can immediately type it, and store the future value and its corresponding type in the cached type
environment. As a result, dynamic typing does not need to resort to the typing of any component
of the conguration other than the frontend at all.
6 META-THEORY
We now state important properties for CG Calculus. We say a backend is dry if it follows the
form
−−−−→〈N; []〉, wrien as B. We say a conguration C is well-typed i [] `c C : τ \ ε for some τ and
ε . We dene function init(e,B) to compute the initial conguration of frontend program e given
initial backend B. Specically, init(e,B) 4= 〈B; []; {}; e〉. e function init(e,B) is only dened if
〈B; []; {}; e〉 is well-typed. According to this denition, a program does not have to start with an
empty graph; it can start with a graph represented by B.
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1) Type Soundness.
Lemma 6.1 (Type Preservation). If Γ `c C : τ \ ε , and C → C ′ then Γ `c C ′ : τ \ ε ′ where ε = F
implies ε ′ = F.
Lemma 6.2 (Progress). For anyC which is well-typed, then eitherC = 〈B; [];R;v〉 for some B and R
or there exists some C ′ , C and C → C ′.
Theorem 6.3 (Soundness). For any program e and backend B, if init(e,B) = C then either there
exists C ′ such that C →∗ C ′ where C ′ = 〈B; [];R;v〉 or C diverges.
Corollary 6.4 (Phase Distinction). For any well-typed conguration C , if C → C ′, then either
(1) the reduction is an instance of Emit, or (2) the reduction is not an instance of Emit, and its derivation
does not contain an instance of Emit.
Recall that Emit is dened with the frontend context F. Case (1) says that operation emission
may happen at the frontend. On the backend, recall that the only reduction that may contain a
subderivation of Emit would be an instance of Load. Case (2) says that such a derivation is not
possible. In other words, operation emission cannot happen on the backend. e importance of
phase distinction is that it contributes to result determinism, which we elaborate next.
2) Result Determinism. With generality as a design goal, CG Calculus is guided with a design
rationale that we should place as few restrictions on the evaluation order as possible, leading to
a semantics inherent with non-deterministic executions. One example is the non-deterministic
redex selection for propagation which we described in § 4. More generally, a simple case analysis of
evaluation contexts in Fig. 10 should make clear thatCGCalculus is endowed with non-deterministic
redex selection between:
• a frontend reduction and a backend reduction: given a conguration, either F or B can be
used for selecting the redex of the next step of reduction;
• task reductions over dierent stations: according to T, the redex can be an arbitrary station
in the runtime graph, where the task is an instance of Map, Fold, Complete, and Last, or
two adjacent stations, where the task is an instance of Prop;
• load reductions inside dierent stations: according to L, the redex can be any load expression
inside an arbitrary station;
• a task reduction and a load reduction: either T and L can be used for redex selection.
Non-deterministic executions are good news for generality and adaptability (see § 2.3), but
they are a challenge to correctness: do dierent reduction sequences from the same conguration
produce the same result?
Theorem 6.5 (Determinism). For any frontend program e and backend B, if init(e,B) →∗
〈B1; [];R1;v1〉 and init(e,B) →∗ 〈B2; [];R2;v2〉 then B1 = B2 and dom(R1) = dom(R2) and ∀` ∈
dom(R1).R1(`) = R2(`) and v1 ≡ v2.
is important result says that despite the non-deterministic execution exhibited by the asynchro-
nous processing between the frontend and the backend (see § 2.1), despite the non-deterministic
choices in propagation and realization in the backend (see § 2.3), despite non-deterministic execu-
tions over load expressions resulting from lazy realization (see § 2.3), despite the in-graph TLO (see
§ 2.4), all executions produce the same nal graph, the same results, and the same values modulo
term equivalence in λ calculus. Here, term equivalence is needed because of the TLO rules such as
fusing. It is also important to observe this eorem can only be established with the support of
phase distinction.
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Finally, eager graph processing (see § 1.2) can be modeled by redening evaluation contexts
without altering any reduction rules. Intuitively, this means that eager data processing is a restrictive
instance of CG Calculus. Rigorously, we represent eager processing as the E−→ reduction relation,
dened as identical as the→ we introduced in Fig. 4, except that the F, B, T, L evaluation contexts
are replaced with Fˆ, Bˆ, Tˆ, Lˆ evaluation contexts in Fig. 15. We use E−→∗ to represent the reexive
and transitive closure of E−→. We say a backend B is load-free if any load expression in any station
in B is a value. For the eager task context Tˆ, we further require any element in the domain of
its fulllment function to be load-free. A trivial case analysis will reveal E−→ is deterministic,
conforming to our intuition of one-at-a-time processing.
Corollary 6.6 (CG Calculus With Regard to Eager Processing). For any frontend program
e and backend B, if init(e,B) E−→∗ 〈B1; [];R1;v1〉and init(e,B) →∗ 〈B2; [];R2;v2〉then B1 = B2 and
dom(R1) = dom(R2) and ∀` ∈ dom(R1).R1(`) = R2(`) and v1 ≡ v2.
e simple corollary however carries an important message: the general, less restrictive graph
processing of CG Calculus preserves the computation results of conventional graph processing. In
a nutshell, TLO and IOP are both sound optimizations.
7 TECHNICAL REPORT
e accompanying technical report under submission consists of (i) an extension to support explicit
parallelism; (ii) an extension to support explicit exception handling of “key not found” errors (recall
that CG Calculus is able to track “key not found” through residual target (§ 3.2), but our core system
does not report errors upon claiming a result whose residual target is non empty); (iii) an extension
to support node addition at the end of the traversal sequence, or at a position in the traversal
sequence (recall that our core calculus supports the simple form of adding a node at the beginning
of the traversal sequence); (iv) an extension to support “map all” and “fold all”. In addition to the
mechanized proofs, we also provide a version of manual proofs in the technical report.
8 RELATEDWORK
Continuous Processing in Graph Databases. e TLO semantics of CG Calculus provides
a language-based foundation for optimization in the presence of multiple operations. e laer
is a well-studied area in databases known as multi-query optimization (MQO). QUEL* [60] is an
early compiler optimization dened with a number of tactics for inter-query optimization, such as
combining two REPLACE operations in a relational query language into one. is is analogous to
fusing in the style of the TLO-FuseM rule in CG Calculus. Sellis [59] focuses on how to optimize
queries that share common tasks and how local and global query execution plans can be constructed
based on them. Park and Segev [50] formulates the problem as sub-expression identication among
queries. e essence of exploring commonality among queries is embodied by the TLO-Reuse
rule in CG Calculus. ese pioneer eorts lead to a large body of research on MQO-style query
optimization, both for graph databases (e.g., [37, 55]) and non-graph databases (e.g., [53, 58, 64]).
As a foundational study, CG Calculus complements existing work in several dimensions. (1)
CG Calculus generalizes the optimization as a stream rewriting problem, subsuming both opti-
mizations commonly studied in MQO (such as reusing and fusing), and those that are not (such as
reordering and batching). (2) CG Calculus rigorously denes TLO as a part of the semantics of the
database engine, with the goal of demonstrating the role of the former in the broader scope of the
laer. CG Calculus is not only a semantics for studying what forms of TLOs can be supported, but
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also (more importantly) for illuminating the design space on when and where TLOs may happen
(see § 4.2).
Continuous Graph Analytics Systems. Anther source of motivation of our foundation is the
active area of experimental continuous graph analytics systems, with a large body of work on
both online graph analytics systems [11, 12, 18, 19, 29, 33, 35, 61, 62, 66, 70] and iterative graph
analytics systems [23, 34, 36, 40, 41, 46, 72]. Both TLO and IOP play an important role in scalable
system design of these systems. Some examples of online graph processing systems are as follows:
GraPU [61] allows updates to the graph to be buered and pre-processed, similar to a TLO operation
in our top-level operation stream; Kineograph [11] supports a commit protocol for incremental
graph updates; DeltaGraph [17] allows graph operations to be batched and fused within the graph
through a Haskell datatype representation of an inductive graph; Kickstarter [70] incrementally
corrects the error in their approximation result; Reective consistency [16] incrementally defers
synchronization for relaxed consistency. Supporting iterative graph analytics and graph mining
is a central goal of graph processing research in the past decade. For example, PEGASUS [34]
supports iterative matrix vector mutiplication built upon MapReduce, similar to our choice of
graph operations. eir framework demonstrates the MapReduce model is sucient to support
common graph analytics such as random walk, connected components, diameter estimation, as
well as pagerank. As another example, Pregel [41] introduces the notion of supersteps, which our
CorePR example is based on. GraphLab [40] focuses on distributed computing support for iterative
graph-based machine learning algorithms. TLO is common among these systems. For example, both
Pregel and GraphLab allow low-level MPI messages across graph partitions on dierent clusters to
be batched, which can be viewed as a lower-level semantics-oblivious implementation of batching
we generalize. Our treatment of continuously processed operations as an operation stream may
lead to adaptive optimization opportunities (e.g., Example 2.8). CG Calculus provides support for
dynamic graphs without any restrictions. is is the most general seing beyond existing work on
static graphs (e.g., [23, 40, 63]), or on dynamic graphs with restrictions on updates (e.g., [61, 70, 72]).
Overall, CG Calculus complements existing work with a correctness-driven approach, in order
to elucidate the invariants and principles in building continuous graph processing systems. Despite
a minimal core, the calculus spans the scope of the graph processing engine, its optimization, and
its interaction with a frontend programming model.
Data Streaming Systems and Foundations. Data streaming systems have a model where a
stream of data ow through data processing operations (oen called stream processors) composed
together through framework-dened combinators. is is a well established area, including data ow
and data streaming languages [5, 10, 43, 65, 67, 68], data ow processing frameworks [44, 45, 73, 74],
and foundations [6, 13, 38]. Graph nodes may also form a stream [2, 3, 14, 24, 25, 42, 56, 57]. anks
to the fundamental dierence between operation streams and data streams, CG Calculus explores a
dierent design space. For example, for operation streams, TLO is an essential design component,
which does not nd natural parallels in data streaming systems. For example, the order in the data
stream oen does not maer, so it makes lile sense to reorder data in the stream, or in general,
rewrite them through a rule-based system as we did in Fig. 12.
Foundations on Incremental Processing. Haller et al. [26] describes a formal semantics and
lineage-based programming model for distributed data processing. In their model, deferred evalua-
tion is supported at the boundary of distributed nodes to promote opportunities for operation fusion
and improve the eciency of network communications. More broadly, incremental computing
systems [1, 28, 30, 31, 51] maintain the propagation latent in the control ow of a function, and
eciently perform re-computation along the propagation path only when necessary. If we view a
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graph-processing operation as a function and the graph it operates on as the argument, CG Calculus
at its essence calls for a dual propagation design: the function propagates within the argument.
We reviewed incremental processing support in experimental graph processing systems earlier
while discussing online analytics systems.
GraphCalculi. Our calculus has a more distant relationship with languages and calculi designed
specically for graph construction and verication, with several examples as follows. Oliveira
and Cook [47] studies the functional representation of graphs and demonstrates the benet of
embedding inductive graphs through higher-order abstract syntax. Fregel [21] is a functional
programming language where Pregel-style vertex computations are abstracted as higher-order
functions. Hobor and Villard [32] reasons about ramications for shared data structures, including
graphs, through separation logic. Raad et al. [52] describes a reasoning technique for verifying the
correctness of concurrent graph-manipulating programs.
9 CONCLUSION
Designing correct continuous graph processing systems with expressive optimization support of
temporal locality optimization and incremental operation processing is a challenging problem
in data management. CG Calculus complements existing experimental research by rigorously
establishing correctness while promoting expressiveness.
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